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to cut the sphere.
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Ex. 4.    A spherical insulated conductor, charged with a given quantity E" of                           '
electricity, is in a uniform field of force defined by the potential Fx.   Prove that the                           j
surface density at Q is given by 4c7rpa? = E"-3aFx where x is the abscissa of Q                           \
referred to the centre.    [In Art. 401 make B very distant and E/BQ2=-F.~\                                !
Ex. 5.    A solid sphere being charged with a given quantity E" of electricity is                           li'lfj'i
acted on by an electrical particle of mass E situated at a distance / from the centre                           <j '|j;j
A of the sphere.   Prove that the mutual repulsion between the sphere and particle                           ''
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Thence show that if the sphere be close enough to the particle, the mutual force is attractive ; and if the sphere is uncharged the force is attractive at all distances. If the sphere be allowed to fall from rest towards the particle find the velocity in any position.
Ex. 6. A unit charge is brought to a point B, at a distance / from the centre of an insulated sphere, of radius a and charge E ; prove that the total work done is
^ _ 2/aJa,aT).                                                                         [Coll. Ex. 1897.]
Ex. 7. Outside a spherical charged conductor there is a concentric insulated but uncharged conducting spherical shell which consists of two segments: prove that the two segments will not separate if the distance of the separating plane from the centre is <a&/(a2 + &2)^, where a, 6 are the internal and external radii of the shell.                                                                                          [Coll. Ex. 1897.]
Ex. 8. If a uniform circular wire charged with electricity of line density - e is presented to an uninsulated sphere of radius a, the centre of which is in the line through the centre and perpendicular to the plane of the circular wire, prove that the electrical density induced at any point on the sphere, whose angular distance from the axis of the ring is Q, is
/2-a2                               JBe/sina                                                                              \\\ f'|
ira    {a2- 2a/cos (6 + a) +/2}* {a2- 2a/cos (0 - a
where /is the distance of any point of the ring from the centre of the sphere, a is the angle subtended at the centre by any radius of the ring, and
[Math. Tripos, 1879.] The density at any point Q of the sphere due to an element of electricity m = e/sincuZ(20) at a point B on the ring is given in Art. 401 and is a known multiple of m/£^3. To effect the integration between the limits 0 and |?r we first prove by geometry that BQ is a known multiple of A=/s/(l - 7c2cos2<£) and then use the theorem (1- /c2)jA-3<-Z0=jA~1^0. This analytical result may be obtained by differentiating sin^cos^/A and then integrating the result between the limits C and £TT.
407.    Electricity   on   cylinders.     We   may  apply   either Green's theorem or the method of inversion to find the distil-

